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Chanson C3 Under Sink Installation Directions
Congratulations on your purchase of the Chanson C3 pre-filter, this is easily the highest quality and best
performing pre filter system for ionizers on the market, even the “copycats” cannot duplicate our
proprietary filter media combinations and ratios, Enjoy!
We do realize that the below instructions could not possibly cover every installation situation, the below
instructions show the most common applications. If this does not work for you, you can try calling our
technical support Department at (888) 624-2169, if we can’t help you over the phone you may need a
handyman or plumber to stop by as the very worst case scenario.
** It’s a good idea to put a piece of masking tape on top of the metal bracket showing the install date so
you can always check when you need to replace the filters. Your C3 install kit has two standard sizeseither 3/8" or 1/2".

Assembly order as shown in picture:
Cold Water Shut Off 3/8" Kit
1. Locate cold water shut off valve under sink (usually on the right side)
2. Shut off cold water supply and open cold faucet at sink to relieve pressure from line.
3. Unscrew the nut that connects cold water hose to the shut off valve and push the hose to the side.
4. Insert adapters to faucet shut off and supply hose as shown in Pictures, hand tighten and then turn
¼ more with a wrench.
5. Connect one hose end to “in” side of C3 by pushing hose into fitting as far as possible, give hose a
tug, sealed hose will not pull out. Do the same at the “out” side of the C3 housing (If your C3 came
with ¼” fittings already installed, swap them out with the included 3/8 threaded end connectors.)(If
your C3 came without any fittings on the ends please install them.)
6. Connect the other ends of hoses to the faucet fittings and give them a tug to make sure they won’t
pull out.
7. After all connections have been made turn water supply on and check for leaks. If you see any leaks
turn water supply off and tighten connector or canister. When no leaks-Flush water through filters
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for 5 minutes, let stand for 10 minutes and flush for 10 more minutes before drinking or
connecting to the ionizer.

Cold Water Shut Off 1/2" Kit (See 3/8 instructions above)
1. Assembly order will be the same as the 3/8 instruction above.

